2022

BOOK OF DARTS

WORLD CHAMPIONS
UNICORN PLAYERS WITH UNICORN DARTS
WORLD CHAMPION NATURAL
PHASE 5 90/80/70% TUNGSTEN

GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK / GRIPPER SHAFTS / ULTRAFLY FLIGHTS / INTRICATE MACHINING

ACCESSORIES
3 Sets Gary Anderson World Champion Phase 5 ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Elements Two-Tone Shafts
2 Sets Gripper 4 Mirage Shafts

PRESENTATION SLEEVE

DELUXE PLAYER EDITION PRESENTATION BOX

GARY ANDERSON 2 TIMES WORLD CHAMPION - 2015 / 2016

ACCESSORIES
3 Sets Gary Anderson World Champion Phase 5 ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Elements Two-Tone Shafts
2 Sets Gripper 4 Mirage Shafts

PRESENTATION SLEEVE

DELUXE PLAYER EDITION PRESENTATION BOX
NOIR 90/80/70% TUNGSTEN

GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK / ULTRAFLY FLIGHTS / ACCESSORIES / CHAMPIONSHIP WINNING BARRELS / BLACK TITANIUM

ACCESSORIES
1 Set Noir Organic AR2 ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Smoked Gripper 4 Shafts

PRESENTATION SLEEVE

INTRICATE MACHINING

ACCESSORIES

1 Set Noir Organic
1 Set Smoked Gripper 4 Shafts

PLAYER EDITION PRESENTATION BOX

INTRICATE MACHINING

WORLD MATCHPLAY CHAMPION 2020

GARY ANDERSON 2 TIMES WORLD CHAMPION - 2015 / 2016

DIMITRI VAN den BERGH PDC PREMIER LEAGUE PLAYER

THE ACTUAL PATTERNS TEAM UNICORN USE

CUTTING EDGE MATERIALS / VISUALLY STUNNING / DURABLE

WWW.UNICORN-DARTS.COM UNICORNDARTS
PDC PREMIER LEAGUE PLAYERS

JAMES WADE & MICHAEL SMITH

STEEL TIP & SOFT TIP

PRESENTATION SLEEVE

PREMIER 90/70% TUNGSTEN

GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK / JAMES WADE ENGRAVED SIGNATURE / UNIQUE JAMES WADE PREMIER BARRELS / GRIPPER SHAFTS / JAMES WADE ULTRAFLY FLIGHTS

ACCESSORIES
1 Set James Wade ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Shafts

27565 20G JAMES WADE PREMIER
90% TUNGSTEN
L: 52.8mm D: 6.1mm
27566 21G L: 52.8mm D: 6.1mm
27567 22G L: 52.8mm D: 6.3mm
27568 23G L: 52.8mm D: 6.4mm
27569 24G L: 52.8mm D: 6.5mm

ACCESSORIES
1 Set Michael Smith ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Shafts

27560 21G MICHAEL SMITH PREMIER
90% TUNGSTEN
L: 49.6mm D: 6.2mm
27561 22G L: 49.6mm D: 6.3mm
27562 23G L: 49.6mm D: 6.4mm
27563 24G L: 49.6mm D: 6.6mm
27564 25G L: 49.6mm D: 6.7mm

INTRICATE MACHINING
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STEEL TIP

&

SOFT TIP

THE ACTUAL PATTERNS TEAM UNICORN USE

ACCESSORIES
1 Set James Wade
ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Shafts

ACCESSORIES
1 Set Michael Smith
ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Shafts

INTRICATE MACHINING
PREMIER 90/70% TUNGSTEN
GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK / DIMITRI VAN den BERGH ENGRAVED SIGNATURE / UNIQUE DIMITRI VAN den BERGH PREMIER BARRELS / GRIPPER SHAFTS / DIMITRI VAN den BERGH ULTRAFLY FLIGHTS

ACCESSORIES
1 Set Dimitri Van den Bergh ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Shafts

SILVER STAR™ 80% TUNGSTEN
GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK / GRIPPER SHAFTS

ACCESSORIES
1 Set Dimitri Van den Bergh ULTRAFLY Flights
1 Set Gripper 4 Shafts
CONTENDER 90% TUNGSTEN
GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK

11229 22G CALLAN RYDZ
L: 51.5mm  D: 6.3mm

CONTENDER 90% TUNGSTEN
GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK

11230 23G ADAM HUNT PHASE 2
L: 48.7mm  D: 6.4mm
CONTENDER 95% TUNGSTEN
GUARANTEED WEIGHT CERTIFIED ±0.1G / ENGRAVED UNICORN HALLMARK

EVERY CHAMPION WAS A CONTENDER THAT REFUSED TO GIVE UP
UNICORN DARTBOARD RANGE

THE ULTIMATE PLAYING SURFACE

ECLIPSE® ULTRA

THE OFFICIAL DARTBOARDS
OF THE PROFESSIONAL DARTS CORPORATION

ULTRA-VIS NUMBER RING
WHITE METAL NUMBER RING FOR ADDITIONAL CLARITY AND FOCUS

ULTRA BULLSEYE
33% LESS EMBEDDED BULLSEYE AND STRATEGIC ORIENTATION FOR HIGHER 50/25 HIT RATIO

ULTRA SPIDER
33% LESS EMBEDDED SPIDER IN DOUBLES AND TREBLES FOR HIGHER SCORING AND LESS REJECT DARTS IN CRITICAL AREAS

ULTRA-VIS NUMBER RING
ULTRA-VIS NUMBER RING
WHITE METAL NUMBER RING FOR ADDITIONAL CLARITY AND FOCUS

79900
3 BOARDS PER MASTER CARTON

SEAMLESS PLAYING SURFACE
CHAMPIONSHIP QUALITY
BRISTLE DARTBOARD
TOURNAMENT REGULATION SEGMENTS
USED IN ALL PDC TELEVISION TOURNAMENTS UNTIL 2022
STAPLE-FREE CONSTRUCTION
INCLUDES UNILOCK LEVELLING SYSTEM
79827 UNILOCK (ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY) 10 SETS OF 3 PER PACK

99900 METAL NUMBER RING (ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY) 10 PER PACK

ECLIPSE® PRO2 BRISTLE

- Ultra-slim plated steel wire
- No external legs for high-definition radial spider
- Slimmer bullseye increases playing area by 14%
- Flat profile numbers on a pure white rotatable number ring
- 79453 3 boards per master carton
- Championship quality bristle dartboard
- Tournament regulation segments
- Staple-free construction


Unicorn Dartboard Range
The industry standard dartboards

WWW.UNICORN-DARTS.COM UNICORNDARTS
**UNICORN DARTBOARD RANGE**

**ECLIPSE® PRO BRISTLE**

79403  
3 BOARDS PER MASTER CARTON  
CHAMPIONSHIP QUALITY BRISTLE BOARD  
DESIGNED TO MAXIMISE AVERAGES  
UNICORN HIGH TECHNOLOGY WIRING DESIGN  
Completely staple-free construction  
Ultra-slim segmentation system – 30% thinner than conventional round wire boards  
Increased target area – especially in Doubles and Trebles  
Ultra high visibility number ring and spider  
Staple-free Bullseye

**STRIKER® BRISTLE**

79383  
3 BOARDS PER MASTER CARTON  
COMPETITION QUALITY BRISTLE BOARD  
HIGH QUALITY ROUND WIRE CONSTRUCTION  
SUPERSLIM™ WIRE FASTENERS TO INCREASE PLAYING AREA  
Staple-free Bullseye  
PDC endorsed
INTRODUCING A NEW ERA IN FLIGHT SHAPE TECHNOLOGY...

ASPECT RATIO (AR) is the latest darting innovation from the UNIBOFFIN following extensive research into dart flight aerodynamics. The wide front profile increases stability when the dart is in flight while the tapered rear area reduces drag to increase speed. Unlike conventional flights, the AR’s corners have been purposely designed with large sweeping curves to reduce the possibility of incoming dart collisions and encourage tighter grouping.

To round off the innovative design of the AR flight a new nose profile has been engineered for quicker and easier flight loading - a welcome feature for all dart players.

Available in two sizes, AR1 and AR2.
AR1 = EXTRA STABILITY THROUGH THE AIR
AR2 = MORE SPEED THROUGH THE AIR

NEW AR TYPE 2 SHAPE

Narrowed rear to reduce in-flight drag

CONVENTIONAL PLUS SHAPE

Large radius corners reduce incoming dart collision and encourage tighter grouping

FRONT = STABILITY
REAR = SPEED

 Crafted nose for easier flight loading
Enhanced width on front of wing to increase in-flight stability

NOIR ORGANIC AR TYPE 1 .75
AR1 69006

NOIR ORGANIC AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69007

GARY ANDERSON WORLD CHAMPION PHASE 5 AR TYPE 1 .75
AR1 69447

GARY ANDERSON WORLD CHAMPION PHASE 5 AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69448

GARY ANDERSON WORLD CHAMPION GHOST AR TYPE 1 .75
AR1 69030

GARY ANDERSON WORLD CHAMPION GHOST AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69031

GARY ANDERSON WORLD CHAMPION AR TYPE 1 .75
AR1 69040

GARY ANDERSON WORLD CHAMPION AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69041

MICHAEL SMITH AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69033

JAMES WADE AR TYPE 1 .75
AR1 69035

JEFFREY DE ZWAAN AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69037

CHRIS DOBEY AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69039

DIMITRI VAN den BERGH AR TYPE 1 .75
AR1 69043

DIMITRI VAN den BERGH AR TYPE 2 .75
AR2 69044
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THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER...

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY, STRIKING METALLIC POLYESTER FLIGHTS. 100 MICRON NOMINAL MATERIAL THICKNESS / CUTTING EDGE MATERIALS / VISUALLY STUNNING / DURABLE

ULTRAFLY, New additions to our range of exclusively designed Unicorn and authentic player flights. Utilising cutting edge materials and manufacturing processes we have created our most visually stunning and durable flight ever.

Available in Big Wing, Xtra and the classic Plus shape.

ULTRAFLY - giving you exceptional accuracy when you are going for the winning double.

SELECT: P B X AR1 or AR2. QUOTE ITEM NUMBER 12 SETS PER PACK.

FLIGHT SHAPES - REFER TO SYMBOLS

PLUS 39.614CM²
The original Unicorn Flight shape that’s now copied as a standard shape worldwide as it’s an ideal general purpose flight that suits all styles of play and Dart/Shaft combinations.

BIG WING 44.741CM²
These Extra Large Flights (+13% bigger than Plus shape) give Extra Lift and are becoming increasingly popular with top players.

XTRA 36.323CM²
For accurate players, the unique Xtra shape allows the closest groupings.

AR1 39.591CM²
NEW Plus shape alternative with reduced surface area but enhanced stability and increased speed.

AR2 44.262CM²
NEW Big Wing shape alternative with reduced surface area for increased speed but maintaining stability.